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"This book is positively biblical in scope. And that is fitting because, if pier fishing is a religion, and perhaps it 
is, Ken Jones is certainly its prophet." 
 
Milton Love, (self described) Hotshot Marine Biologist, University of California Marine Science Institute—
Santa Barbara, author of Probably More Than You Want To Know About The Fishes Of The Pacific Coast, A 
Humorous Guide To Pacific Fishes, and director of “The Love Lab.” 
 
 
This book will appeal to any angler who has a curious mind. That is, one to whom an answer to a question only 
suggests more questions. In addition to having a curious mind, the author uses his skills as a former teacher, to 
share his storehouse of fishing lore with the reader. This book is filled with the answers to every pier fishing 
question the author has thought of, plus the questions of every angler he has talked to; and that is hundreds. In 
addition to practical tips for catching fish from piers, there is a host of related topics such as pier histories, 
conservation ethics, angler manners, fish biology, and how to clean and cook your catch. This book will foster a 
love of fishing, and quickly build angler confidence to try other venues for fishing such as shoreline and boat 
fishing. I recommend this book to pier anglers who want to fully understand their sport and catch more numbers 
and varieties of fish.  
 
Paul Gregory, retired DF&G Marine Biologist 
 
 
Ken Jones, the authority on pier fishing in California, has done it again.  His book, Pier Fishing in California, 
has been the definitive book on fishing from Piers in this state. This revised edition includes more piers, adds 
details about fishing and the fascinating history of California piers all the way back to the 1800s. If you even 
think about fishing from piers or are just interested in their history, you need this book. 
 
Ray Rychnovshy, Outdoor writer and author of numerous fishing books including California Guide: Great 
Saltwater Fishing, and San Francisco Bay Area Fishing Guide.  
 
 
Volume 1 — 1992 
 
“Ken Jones has put a lifetime of pier fishing experience into a book that should be in every angler’s library. It is 
full of valuable information that will benefit the beginner, the expert and everyone in between.” 
 
Guy Clifton, Editor, Fishing & Hunting News 
 
 
“Finally, a fact-filled book for California piers…how, what, where, why and when. Don’t go pier fishing without 
it.” 
 
United Anglers of California 
 
 
“This is the best pier fishing book I’ve ever seen. Piers are eminently accessible, mostly free of charge and offer 
excellent fishing. And the information in PIER FISHING IN CALIFORNIA is just what you need for a successful 
fishing venture anywhere along the California coast. 
 
Bill Karr, Editor, Western Outdoor News 
 
 
“Pier fishing is great fun. And now there is a book that reveals how to pier fish with confidence, and how to 
catch each of the many species California’s 80-plus piers have to offer.” 
 



Ron Kovach, Author of Saltwater Fishing In California 
 
 
“PIER FISHING IN CALIFORNIA is an outstanding guide. It provides a first hand, insiders view to every pier in 
California. It’s eminently useful to everyone from the beginning angler to the expert.” 
 
Jim Matthews, Editor, California Angler Magazine 
 
 
The Pier Rats 
 
It's always nice to hear that your efforts are appreciated by someone, especially if the appreciation comes from 
the intended person. The following reviews were submitted to Amazon.Com by readers of Pier Fishing in 
California, readers who are also pier fishermen (pier rats). As such, I consider them the most important reviews 
and offer a heartfelt thanks for their kind words. 
 
Amazon.Com -- Customer Reviews 
 
3 of 3 people found the following review helpful:  
 
Bible for the California Saltwater Shorefisherman!  August 3, 2001  
Reviewer: Salty Nick  from San Francisco Bay Area  
 
A must for any person who enjoys saltwater fishing in the state of California. Ken has done a wonderful job of 
clearly and concisely describing fishing tackle & techniques for angling at California's coastal piers, as well as 
environments and species available at each specific pier. Though useful to any fisherman—as a boatless 
shorefisherman, this guide has been invaluable to me. The author's obvious years of experience are reflected in 
this book, which has greatly increased my learning curve (and fish count). And the illustrated reference guide in 
the back of the book is a great tool in identifying what you've hooked into. Makes me want to go fishing!  
   
One of the Finest Books on Saltwater Fishing Ever, August 2, 2001  
Reviewer: jimbojack  from Huntington Beach, CA  USA  
 
Ken Jones has written a masterful book that details California piers up and down the coast. This books tells you 
the secrets and tips for more successful fishing adventures on California piers. An in depth look at each pier, 
what types of fish you'll catch, and most importantly, how to catch them. Ken reveals what baits to use, how to 
hook them and even some favorite recipes to prepare your catch. Also included are pictures of many species to 
easily identify fish. You will learn knots, rigs and what type of tackle you'll need to become a better angler. This 
book is no nonsense and straight to the point but never lacks for detail. This book is great for saltwater anglers 
no matter where you live. If you love fishing the way I do, this is a must read... Great book!  
 
Classic fishing in the mode of simplicity, December 20, 1999  
Reviewer: gurdonark  from La Crescenta, CA  
 
Consumerism has invaded fishing much as it has ruined many other pastimes. We are constantly called upon to 
buy more and better exotic products, in pursuit of the perfect trade magazine nirvana. No longer can one just go 
to a pleasant locale and just fish—one must be on a five day trip in Mexican waters aboard a luxury yacht with a 
ton and a half of electronic equipment and shiny tackle materials that make graphite seem archaic. Pier Fishing 
in California is about a simpler way—fishing from public piers across the state. Here are simple, inexpensive 
ways to have a day of fascinating fishing, without the need for boat, high tech tackle, trawling motor, or (in the 
cases of public piers), even a fishing license. The book does the job just right—a pier by pier rundown of where 
to fish, what you'll catch, how to catch it, and how good the fishing is, usually with a pier picture. All "how to" 
books should be this simple and useful, and pier fishing is a sport that deserves more attention. I suspect if more 
young people were taken to piers and taught patient technique rather than taken on expensive charters and taught 
how big money = easy fishing, then we might generate more young people with a genuine love for the sport.  
 


